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Value How many significant digits does each value have?

What are s¡gnificant digits?

significant digits are the meaningful digits in a measure.d quantity.,scientists have agreed upon a number of rules

toãetermine which numbers in a measurement are signif cant. The rules are:

l. Non-zero digits in a measurement are arways significant. This means that the distance measured by the

car odomet er,7.2 miles,h¿is two significant a¿its'- EX'. I ,Z þ " " 1 I

2. T,erosbetween two significant digits in a measurement are significant.'This means that the measurement '

of kilometers per mile, t.oog kilometers,has four significant digits. zcfis lû t,- ) ún()urJ lÚ/\

3. Atl final zeros to the right of adecimal point'in a
. measurem enr trfl\T miles,has four significant digits

n)n- \ûQ.z "---\ I\OSC Lürs {Iurtr
4. If there is no decimal point, final zeros in a meas

number 20 in the phraså *2}-literwater cooler" has one significant digit. The water cooler isn't marked off

in 1-liter increments, so no measurement decision v as made regarding the ones place'

5. A decinlal. point is used after a whole nurnber ending in zero to indicate that a final zero IS significant'

If you measure 100 grams of lemonade powder to the nearest whole gram, wiite the number as lOQ¡grams'

This shows that your measurement has three significant digits.

6. In a measurement, zèros that exist only to put the decimal point in the right place are NoT significant'

This means that the numbetl!.12?9p in,the ph

olacg
7 . A number that is found by countiilg rathe

significant digits. For example, the race officials cr

this case, has an infinite riumber of signifìcant digits'
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Table 1: Number: of Significant Digits
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